
Spring Semester 2019  

(Ages 3+) 

 

 

 

Registration begins December 4th 

Classes begin January 22nd  

Last day of classes is May 13th 

 

870–935-2726 

115 E. Monroe Ave.  

foajonesboro.org 
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Standards of Conduct for The Arts Center Lobby & Public Areas  

 One of the focal points of our instruction is to encourage respect, good 
manners, & structure in our classrooms. We would ask that you partner 
with us in reinforcing these behaviors throughout our facility, both in & 
out of the classrooms. 

• Treat all Foundation of Arts employees, students, & parents with respect. 

• Remain quiet in the lobby & waiting areas. 

• Keep cell phone ringers turned down & all cell phone conversations at a 
respectful volume for those around you. 

• Keep children (students & siblings) quiet & occupied while waiting. 

• Put all bags under the benches so that others may have a seat available to 
them.  

• Keep children away from classroom doors & the stairwell leading up to the 
loft when classes are in session. 

• Prevent your children from running in the facility. 

• Throw away all trash before you leave. 

• Take your children outside (weather permitting) if they become disruptive. 

• Refrain from competitive and/or unkind conversations with other parents. 

Families who are consistently observed disregarding these standards 
may not be allowed to enroll for classes in the future. (Implemented 
October 13, 2009).  

The Foundation of Arts reserves the right to cancel any class that does not 
meet the minimum enrollment requirements. We also reserve the right to 
close classes that are at their maximum capacity.  



Dress Code at the FOA 
 

Attire for Art Classes     
Comfortable, older clothing is preferred.  Students will be painting, sculpting, 
and more. 

 

Attire for Drama Classes 
Comfortable and moveable clothes.  No open toed shoes, please.  Shorts or 
pants, t-shirt, and tennis shoes are preferable.  

 

Attire for Dance Classes:  
 

Ballet:  
Girls: solid color leotard, pink tights, pink leather or canvas ballet shoes, hair in 
a tight BUN .  A ponytail or messy bun and fly-aways will not be allowed. (all 
levels)  

 
Boys: White t-shirt or tank top and black jazz pants. Black leather ballet shoes 
are required.                     

 

Tap, Jazz:  
Girls: Black Jazz pants or tights and form fitting shirt or leotard and Tap and/or 
Jazz shoes. Hair in a ponytail and out of the face.  
 

Important Dates: 

Coppelia Auditions: December 15th & December 16th 

Tuition Waiver Applications Due:  January 11th 

Classes Begin: January 22nd 

Spring Break: March 18 - March 22 

Bring a Friend Week: March 25 - March 30 

Observation Week:  April 1 - April 5 

Last day of classes: May 13th 



EN POINTE Q&A 

Q:  Which ballet levels are required to take Pointe/Pre-Pointe? 

A:  Ballet levels 3.5-5 are all required to take our Pointe/Pre-Pointe class.  This does not replace the technique classes 

required for these levels.  Additionally, this is not a guarantee that you will be approved for pointe shoes.  The additional 

requirements for going en pointe still stand.  Our Pointe/Pre-Pointe class curriculum builds skills necessary to be a success-

ful and well-rounded dancer, regardless of shoes.  In these upper level classes, we expect our students to be dedicated to 

perfecting and crafting this discipline.   

Q:  Can I register for Pointe/Pre-Pointe even if I am in Ballet level 3 or below? 

A:  Unfortunately, no.  One of our requirements for advancement into Ballet 3.5 is that the student is sufficiently prepared 

to succeed and learn from a Pointe/Pre-Pointe class.* 

Q:  Who decides whether I am ready to wear pointe shoes? 

A:  Total, three instructors must give the all clear that a ballerina is ready for pointe shoes.  These include the instructor 

who currently teaches her class level, the instructor who teaches Pointe/Pre-Pointe (or another one of her instructors, if 

these two are the same), and the head of the ballet department.   

Q:  Can I register for private Pointe/Pre-Pointe classes to “speed up” pointe processes/further learning? 

A:  Of course!  We encourage our students to take charge of their dance education.  However, privates are only available 

to our students currently enrolled in our semester-long classes.  In order for these privates to truly reinforce what stu-

dents would be learning in class, we recommend reaching out to one of our Ballet Leadership committee members for 

lessons.  This team includes Megan Dacus, Michelle Edwards, Kaitlyn Bass, and LeeAnn King.  These instructors are the only 

private dance instructors who can speak to a student’s improvements and readiness for pointe shoes.   

Q:  Is there a minimum age required to be en pointe? 

A:  No.  There are many factors that go into considering a student for pointe shoes.  While age/level of training can play a 

critical role in influencing these factors, we do not want to hold students back by establishing a minimum age require-

ment. 

Q:  Are all dancers working toward dancing en pointe? 

A:  No.  If you are a student who is not interested in dancing en pointe, you do not have to!  

Q:  Is there a Ballet level only for pointe ballerinas? 

A:  Yes.  Students who do not intend to dance en pointe will not be able to register for Ballet 6.  

Q:  At what level do we require all pointe dancers to be proficient? 

A:    We will not advance a student who is interested in dancing en pointe to Ballet 5 until they are able to independently 

perform the Ballet 4.5 syllabi en pointe.   

Q:  I am already dancing en pointe at a different studio.  Can I dance en pointe at the Foundation of Arts?  

A:  Each of our requirements for pointe dancers are deliberately instituted after conversations with our Ballet Leadership 

Committee, our staff, local physicians, and recommendations from professional studios.  Therefore, each of these require-

ments must be met regardless of your experience at a different studio.  Given you are approved to dance en pointe at the 

Foundation of Arts, each new student will be required to register for a minimum of one semester of Pointe/Pre-Pointe.  If 

you are a transferring student interested in dancing en pointe, you will be given contact information for the Ballet Leader-

ship Committee upon registration.   

Why we are pro-”cross genre”  

We hope you notice that we offer a 10% discount to students who take classes of multiple disciplines.  That 

is a reflection of how much we value a well-rounded education in the arts.   Exposure to multiple genres 

opens a student’s eyes to how much the arts have in common, and it has proven to enable students to 

learn more about the genre on which they choose to emphasize. 



Dance & Movement Class Descriptions 

Ballet: 

• Ballet 1 & 2  By instructor placement only. First time students must take either Ballet 1 before 
being placed in Ballet 2 or above. At this level, two classes per week are recommended, but not 
required. Students will focus on terminology, body positioning, more advanced turns and jumps, 
traveling combinations, musicality, centre work and practice proper turn out and arm placement. 
Students will perfect their technique by repetition and taking plenty of time to focus on certain 
skills assigned to their level. 

• Ballet 3 and 3.5 By instructor placement only. Students will focus on terminology, body 
positioning, more advanced turns and jumps, traveling combinations, musicality and centre work. 
At this level, students should have a keen sense of balance and be consistently dancing in turn out. 
Leg muscles should be moderately developed and ankles should be strong. Ballet 3.5 students take 2 
ballet classes per week, one being a technique class and the other being the Pointe/PrePointe class. 
It is also recommended that Ballet 3 students take Yoga for Dancers & Performers or Conditioning 
in addition to their Ballet technique class. 

• Ballet 4 Ages 12+ by instructor placement only. Students need several years of  advanced ballet 
study before placement in this class. Ballet 4 students will focus on precision in petite allegro, 
fluidity in grand allegro, proper turning skills and consistent use of the feet. Students must practice 
proper turn out and arm placement  before entering this level. All Ballet 4 students are required to 
take at least 3 ballet classes a week. A Pointe/PrePointe Class is required for Level 4 students as 
one of their classes.  

• Ballet 5-6 By instructor placement only. At this level abdominal, leg and back muscles should be 
significantly developed. Students must demonstrate correct posture, usage of turn out, and ankle 
strength. Students will focus on advanced turn and jump sequences and expressiveness. Students 
will need strong flexibility and muscle control before entering this level.  All Ballet 5 students must 
take at least 3 classes a week. A Pointe class is required for Level 5 Students. All Ballet 6 students 
must be en pointe and take a min. of 3 ballet classes a week. Third ballet class should be a Ballet 
Performance or Conditioning class.   

• Fairytale Princess Ballet Ages 3-4. Students will focus on developing coordination, creative 
thinking, musicality, improvisation and self-confidence. Dance like your favorite princess and learn 
basic stretching and body positions 

• Stepping Stones Ballet Ages 3-4. Students will focus on developing coordination, creative 
thinking, musicality, improvisation, and self-confidence. French ballet vocabulary will be taught, as 
will introductory stretching and body positions. 

• Beginning Ballet/Tap/Jazz Ages 5-6. Students will focus on basic body, feet, and arm 
positions, musicality, creative thinking, and improvisation and coordination in this fun yet 
structured environment.  French ballet terms will be reviewed and expanded upon and “Ballerina” 
behavior will be greatly stressed.  Students will perform pre-show at the Foundation of Arts 
MainStage Christmas production. 

• Conditioning By instructor placement. This is a continuation for preparatory work for pointe, 
and strengthen and developing strong, flexible bodies required for dancing. Excellent posture and 
ankle strength are requirements for this class. Flexibility and muscle control will be greatly 
stressed. Students must bring their own thera-band for this class.  

• Pointe/Pre-Pointe  By instructor placement only. These levels require at least three FOA ballet 
classes per week. Pointe shoes will be worn in these classes if student has been placed en pointe. 
Abdominal work and posture will greatly stressed! 

• Adult and Young Adult Ballet Ages 12 & Up. This class requires no experience and is great for 
anyone looking for a slow paced, low impact way to stay in shape. Vocabulary, light conditioning 
and the basics of ballet will be taught. 



 

Tap/Jazz 

• Tap 1, 2, 3  By instructor placement only. These classes are designed to refine tap skills, while 
moving beyond the fundamentals of tap.  Students will put the skills learned in previous levels to 
work by learning new steps, rhythms, patterns, and combinations. These classes will focus greatly 
on technique. All tap  classes will be given a performance opportunity before the Foundation of 
Arts’ MainStage Christmas show. 

• Jazz 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 By instructor placement only. Students will focus greatly on technique required 
for turns, leaps, stretches, and tricks required in jazz. Complex center and across the floor 
combinations based on the style of classical jazz, will be introduced, as well as body placement, 
posture and proper use of arms and feet. Students will condition and sculpt the proper muscles used 
for dancing.  

• Stepping Stones Tap/Jazz Ages 3-4. Students will focus on introductory tap and jazz steps. 
Students will alternate each week between tap and jazz. This class has a structured and energetic 
curriculum. Tap shoes are required. 

• Beginning Tap/Jazz Ages 5-6. Students will focus on introductory tap steps & jazz techniques. 
This class alternates each week between tap & jazz .  This class will be fun and energetic while 
students learn Tap and Jazz.  

• Tap/Jazz Performance Students must be enrolled in Jazz 2-5 and/or Tap 2-3 and proficient in 
their skill level to be considered for this class. This class will prepare students for a group audition 
for a chance to perform at Walt Disney World in Spring 2019, pre-show at the Foundation of Arts 
Fall 2018 production of The Hunchback of Notre Dame, and elsewhere.   .    

• No Girls Allowed Ballet/Tap/Jazz Ages 7-11 This boys only dance combo class will focus on 
the basic technique, strength, stamina, and posture required of male dancers for each genre of 
dance. Tap show and ballet or jazz shoes are required for this class.  

• Ballet/Tap/Jazz for Performers Ages 12+ This class will focus on skills that a dancer will use 
in a performance setting. Technique in each genre of dance will be focused on as well as putting 
emotion and heart into the movements that the students will be moving through.  

 
 

Twirling: 

• Beginning Twirling  Students will learn beginning skills  for twirling.  

• Intermediate Baton Twirling Ages 8-12. By Instructor Placement Only. This class requires at 
least 1 previous semester of training in baton twirling. Students will add on to the beginning skills 
they have already learned. More complex tosses and tricks will be incorporated as well as longer 
combinations and choreography 

 
 

Yoga 

• Yoga Available to everyone ages 12+. Find focus and get stronger as we practice yoga as a 
philosophy—not a religion.  Everyone of all skill levels are welcome.  You’ll love it!  



Theatre/Music Class Descriptions 

• Singing and Playing the Piano for Kids and Adults Come learn to accompany yourself on 
the piano through a method that does not require you to read music as a pre-requisite and can allow 
you to play popular music in a short time. Great for beginners and skilled pianists! 

• Scene Work/Improv  Participants will engage in improvisation activities to conquer fears, work 
collaboratively in an accepting environment, and break down communication barriers. Participants 
will perform neutral, comedic, and dramatic scene work to improve their craft. Participants will 
gain knowledge of the craft by interacting with guest speakers who are professionals in the field.  

• Acting Out the Story Ages 6-10. In this class, students will learn how to successfully tell a story 
in direction, characterization, and progression.  Each participant will build their skills as young 
actors and actresses in the process. 

• Musical Theatre 1,2,3,4 Performance Ages 8+.  Levels 2-4 by instructor placement only. The 
Musical Theatre Performance Classes are opportunities for students to choose, rehearse, and 
perform group numbers and solo numbers for an audience.  This class may also be used to feed 
and/or rehearse with the FOA’s Curtain Up Crew, as students progress.   Musical Theatre 1 is a 
required technique class for advancement that will perform before the FOA’s MainStage production 
of The Hunchback of Notre Dame.   

• Theatre Intensive Ages 11-16. Improve your skills in the many different areas of theatre, 
including pantomime, improv, character development, and auditioning skills. In this fun class, we 
will branch out past acting and also explore other aspects that go into a theatrical performance such 
as directing, writing, and stage makeup.  

 
First Steps in Music* 

Parent attendance is mandatory 

• First Steps in Music Pre-School This class focuses on nurturing the joys of 
childhood.  Through movement, singing, games, and songtales, each class is designed to appear 
playful while providing a carefully planned curriculum with parent participation. These activities 
come from the rich body of traditional children’s folk songs and rhymes, with the intent of 
preserving and passing on important cultural heritage to today’s children.  The First Steps in Music 
curriculum is based on an extensive survey of research related to the development of singing and 
movement skills in young children. 

 
Art Class Descriptions 

• Photography Explore the basic understanding of the key principles of photography.  Learn how 
to use your digital camera in manual mode.  Have fun developing your creative and technical skills. 
Practice story telling in picture form. Students must provide their own digital camera. For ages 
10+. 

• Smartphone Photography Capture life as it happens. Come and learn how to take the best 
photographs with your smartphone. From lighting and composition to modes and filters, we will 
learn how to get the most out of your phone’s camera.  Develop your creativity and learn basic 
photography skills. Students must use their own smartphone. Ages 10+ 

• Drawing We will draw many different subjects that are set before us and possibly from pictures as 
well.  During this process we will learn to observe shadows and reflections and express them 
through several different mediums such as pencil, pastels and possibly watercolor.  We will be 
learning from real life objects so our drawings will mostly be realistic.  This is a skill that will be 
beneficial throughout life.   

• Painting Students will learn to demonstrate basic knowledge and techniques of painted 
illustration. Students will practice exercises to learn these techniques and create illustrations.  Ages 
13+. 



Spring Showcase 2019 
 

Saturday, May 18 
 

10:00am 
• Stepping Stones Dance 

• Beginning Dance 

 

12:00pm 
• Ballet 1- Ballet 3 
• Tap 1 & 2 
• Jazz 1 & 2 
• Boys Dance Class 
• Beginning Twirling 
 

2:00pm 
• Drama 
• Musical Theatre Performance 
 

4:30pm 
• Ballet 3 - Ballet 6 
• Tap 3+ 
• Jazz 3+ 
• Intermediate/Advanced Twirling 
• Pas De Deux 



 Instructed by Kaitlyn 

Bass 

 Offered every other 

week! 

Dates:  

January 22nd  

February 5th and 19th  

March 5th and 19th  

April 9th  and 23rd  

& May 7th   

 

Latin  
 The FOA is now offering  

       classes in                            

                                     

 

No registration necessary! 

Classes are $10 at the door.  



Ladies, don’t miss out on  

Ballet Fusion Fitness!  

Offered on Wednesdays from 

9:15-10:15am! 

Get in shape, while having fun!  

Instructed by LeeAnn King  

No experience necessary!  

(See page 20 for pricing ) 



Mommy and Me 

Ballet Class!  

(ages 2-3) 

This is great way to introduce your little one 

to ballet and get to be a part of it too!  

• Offered on Wednesdays from 10:15--10:45am 

• Instructed by LeeAnn King  

(See page 20 for pricing)  



The FOA is getting hooked 

on Wellness!  

Be on the lookout for tips on how to take 

care of your body, eat nutritiously, and stay 

well throughout the semester!  

 

Instagram: foa_jonesboro 

Facebook: The Foundation of Arts  

& 

Posted in the Art Center 



Studio 

Respect 

“Loft”  

Studio Trust 

“Studio” 

Studio 

Inspire 

“Activity 

Room” 

Art Room Stage, Too 

Time 

  301. 
Beginning 
Ballet, Tap, 

& Jazz  
4:00-5:00 
J. Webb  

  4:00pm 

302. 
Ballet 3/3.5 

4:30-5:30 
M. Dacus 

 

303. 
Jazz 4/5 
4:30-5:30 

A. Ferguson  

304. 
Stepping 

Stones 
Ballet  

5:00-5:30 
J. Webb  

101. 
Arts and 

Crafts  
(ages 5-9 
4:30-5:30 
P. Pausch  

201. 
Voice  

4:30-5:30 
A. Fisher 

4:30pm 

305. 
Ballet 4 

5:30-6:30 
M. Dacus 

306. 
Jazz 2/3 
5:30-6:30 

A. Ferguson 

307. 
Jazz 1 

5:30-6:30 
C. Pulliam 

102. 
Drawing 

(7-12) 
5:30-6:30 
P. Pausch  

202. 
Acting 
Out the 

Story 
(ages5-8)  
5:30-6:30 
E . Pulliam 

5:30pm 

308. 
Ballet 5 -6 
6:30-7:30 
M. Dacus 

309. 
Adult Tap & 

Jazz 
6:30-7:30 
E . Pulliam 

310. 
Ballet 2 

6:30-7:30 
C. Pulliam 

103. 
Painting 

(13+)  
6:30-7:30 
P. Pausch  

203. 
Adult 

Improv 
6:30-7:30 
S. Parker-
Jackson 

6:30pm 

 311. 
Adult Ballet  

7:30-8:30 
C . Pulliam 

   7:30pm 

Monday  Monday  



Tuesday  

Time 

Studio Respect 

“Loft”  

Studio Trust 

“Studio” 

Studio 

Inspire 

“Activity 

Art Room Stage, Too 

4:00pm   312. 
Stepping 

Stones 
Ballet 

4:00-4:30 
L.King 

  

4:30pm 313. 
Ballet 

Conditioning  
(Levels 3-6) 
4:30-4:30 

L.King 

314. 
Tap 1/2 
4:30-5:30 

A. Ferguson 

315. 
Ballet 1 

4:30-5:30 
A. Mason 

106.  
Art Outside 

the Box 
4:30-5:30 
D. Mason 

204. 
MTP 1 

(Ages 7-10) 
4:30-5:30 
E. Pulliam 

5:30pm 316. 
Ballet 4-6 
5:30-7:00 

K. Bass 

317. 
Tap 3 

5:30-6:30 
A. Ferguson 

 
 

318. 
Ballet 2 

5:30-6:45 
L. King 

 205. 
MTP 2 

(Instructor 
Placement) 
5:30-6:30 
E. Pulliam 

6:30pm 320. 
Adult Tap & 

Jazz 
6:30-7:30 
E. Pulliam 

  206. 
Scene 

Work & 
Improv 

6:30-7:30 
S. Parker 

7:00pm 319. 
Adult Latin 

7:00-8:00 
K. Bass 

   

7:30pm     



Wednesday  

Time 

Studio 

Respect 

“Loft”  

Studio Trust 

“Studio” 

Studio 

Inspire 

“Activity 

Room” 

Art Room Stage, Too 

4:00pm  320. 
Stepping 

Stones 
Ballet 

4:00-4:30 
J. Webb 

  207. 
Preschool 

Music 
4:00-4:30 

A. Williams 

4:30pm 321. 
Beginning 
Ballet, Tap, 

Jazz 
4:30-5:30 
C. Pulliam 

322. 
Ballet 1 
4:30-5:30 

J. Webb 

323. 
Lyrical 

4:30-5:30 
M. Edwards 

104. 
Photography 

4:30-5:30 
E. Allen 

208. 
Theatre 

Intensive 
(ages 8-12) 
4:30-5:30 
A. Roberts 

5:30pm 324. 
Dance 

Team Prep 
5:30-6:30 

C. Pulliiam 

  105. 
Smartphone 
Photography 

5:30-6:30 
E. Allen 

 



Thursday  

Time 

Studio 

Respect 

“Loft”  

Studio Trust 

“Studio” 

Studio 

Inspire 

“Activity 

Room” 

Art Room Stage, Too 

4:00pm  325. 
Stepping 

Stones Tap 
4:00-4:30 
E. Pulliam 

   

4:30pm 326. 
Ballet 3.5/4 

4:30-5:30 
A. Becton 

327. 
Ballet, Tap, 

Jazz for 
Performers 

4:30-5:30 
E. Pulliam 

328. 
Ballet 1 

4:30-5:30 
H. Housley 

107.  
Watercolor 

& More 
(ages 10+)  
4:30-5:30 

D. Schmidt  
 

 

5:30pm 329. 
Pointe 

5:30-6:30 
A. Becton 

330. 
Beginning 
Ballet, Tap, 

Jazz 
5:30-6:30 
A. Mason 

331. 
Pre-Pointe 
5:30-6:30 

H. Housley 

209. 
Singing & 

Piano 
(Ages 12+) 
5:30-6:30 
J. Faulkner 

210. 
MTP3 

(Instructor 
Placement) 
5:30-7:00 

D. Wright &  
M. Nichols 

  

6:30pm  333. 
Ballet 3/3.5 

6:30-7:30 
A. Mason  

 211. 
MTP 4 

6:30-8:00 
D. Wright &  
M. Nichols  

332. 
Ballet 

Partnering 
6:30-7:30 
B. Bishop 

& M. Dacus  

7:00pm   



Friday  

Time 

Studio Respect 

“Loft”  

Studio Trust 

“Studio” 

Studio Inspire 

“Activity 

Room” 

Art 

Room 

Stage, 

Too 

4:00pm  334. 
Stepping 

Stones 
Ballet/Tap 

4:00-4:30 
C. Pulliam 

   

4:30pm 335. 
Ballet 1/2 
4:30-5:30 
C. Pulliam 

336. 
Beginning 
Ballet, Tap 

Jazz 
4:30-5:30 
A. Mason 

337. 
Beginning 
Twirling 
4:30-5:30 
S. Ramsey 

 212. 
Theatre 

Intensive 
(Ages 12+) 
4:30-5:30 
A. Roberts 

 

5:30pm 338. 
Contemporary 
Choreography 

5:30-6:30 
C. Pulliam 

339. 
Intermediate 

Twirling 
5:30-6:30 

340. 
Boys Dance 

5:30-6:30 
B. Bishop 

  



The FOA is offering classes during the day!  

Class Descriptions:  

• Yoga Available to everyone ages 12+. Find focus and get stronger as we practice yoga as a 

philosophy—not a religion.  Everyone of all skill levels are welcome.  You’ll love it!  

• Ballet Fusion Fitness In this low impact, high intensity exercise class, basics of yoga, 

Pilates, and ballet will be used to focus on sculpting a long, lean body as well as improve 

balance and core strength. We will utilize the ballet barre, exercise and stability ball to 

shape and tone. Mild cardio and repetitive sequences will increase the heartrate for focus on 

stamina. 40 mins of continuous workout will be followed by 20 mins of yoga practice in 

order to stretch, restore, and calm the mind. No experience required. Workout clothes 

should be worn. Bare feet, socks, and tennis shoes will be used. The use of light hand and 

ankle weights will be optional.  

• Mommy and Me Ages 2-3. Creative movement class with mommy and her budding 

baby ballerina, where they can learn together. This class will focus on basic ballet 

movement, classroom behavior, rhythm, coordination, group participation, creative game-

play, and encourage bonding time with your little ballerina. This is a great class to introduce 

you and your dancer to ballet as well as learn along with her.  

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

401. 
Yoga  

8:15-9:15am 
K. Pulliam 

 

 401. 
Yoga  

8:15-9:15am 
K. Pulliam 

 341. 
Ballet Fusion 

Fitness  
9:15-10:15 

L. King 

 

 342. 
Mommy and Me 

10:15-10:45??? 
L. King 

 

 

 

 

 

Studio 



CLASS TUITION  

Payment options: 

• Full payment for all classes at the time of registration  

• Monthly draft from your bank account totaling 1/4th of your total tuition each month.  

(All Art Supply & Spring Showcase  Fees must be paid for at the time of registration and cannot be worked into the 

monthly draft.)  

•  Apply for Tuition Waiver/Work Study to reduce class tuition costs . 

• Adult & Yoga classes can register in 4 class blocks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT DOES MY SPRING SHOWCASE FEE COVER? 

• For DANCE students this fee is put towards purchasing costumes for the Spring 

Showcase. This is where each student has the opportunity to perform with his or her 

class on stage and demonstrate what was learned throughout the semester.  

• For ART students, this fee will be put towards purchasing supplies needed to create 

artwork throughout the semester that will be displayed at our Spring Showcase. 

This will also include a t-shirt for each student to keep.  

• DRAMA students will also receive a t-shirt for their end of the semester 

performance.  

 Dance , Theatre,       

Accompaniment Classes 

Art Adult Dance/

Mommy & Me/ 

½ Hour  

Class 

$180.00+$35.00 Spring 

Showcase fee 

Or $45.00 per month after initial 

 $100.00 

1 Hour  

Class 

$250.00+ $35.00 Spring 

Showcase fee 

Or $62.50 per month after initial 

$175.00+$25.00 supply fee 

Or $43.75 a month after initial down 

payment 

$150.00  

1 1/4 Hour 

Class 
$275.00+ $35.00 Spring 

Showcase fee 

Or  $68.75 per month after initial 

  

1½ Hour 

Class 

$300.00+ $35.00 Spring 

Showcase fee 

Or $75.00 per month after initial 

down payment 

  



Discounts: 

(Only the highest qualifying discount will be applied to the lowest class tuition cost on your 
registration.  

Discounts cannot be stacked.) 

• All registrations taken from December 4th –14th will receive a 20% discount on  one 
class. 

• Families will receive a 10% discount for their 3rd child registered.  

(Each additional student will receive the same discount. ) 

• Students who cross genre will receive a 10% discount on one class.  

• Single students taking multiple classes will receive a 10% discount on each class starting 
with the third class they register for.  

• All new students will receive a 20% discount on their first class. 

• Students will receive a 3% discount at the time of registration when classes are paid in 
full.  

Auditions 

Saturday, December 

15th at 10am  

Sunday, December 

16th at 2pm 

Tickets 

Available online 

February 19th  

Available in Box Office 

February 26th 



 



Instructors 

Michelle Edwards Alisa Becton Brandon Bishop Maranda Nichols 

LeeAnn King Amber Ferguson James Faulkner Jennifer Webb 

Kaitlyn Bass Elea Pulliam Sametta Jackson Hannah Housley 

Megan Dacus Abi Mason Damon Wright Penny Pausch 

Cari Pulliam Annie Roberts Kristi Pulliam Emily Allen 

    

FOA Staff 

Kristi Pulliam 
Executive & Artistic 

Director 

JR Lawrence 
Tech Director 

Megan Dacus 
Programs Director 

Brandon Bishop 
Office Manager 

Kelly Kelley 
Bookkeeper & Development 

Meridith Pierce  
Associate Director &  
Social Media Manager 

 
Jenny Box 

Customer Service Associate 
 

Teacher’s Assistant Program 

Students who are 12 and up have an opportunity to assist a  teacher as a TAP 

Assistant.  Students must treat their assignment as a TAP Assistant like they 

would if they were actually teaching the class, complete with dress code for 

teachers and a great attitude for every class.  The teacher will evaluate  the TAP 

Assistants at the end of each term.  TAP Assistants must apply for the program 

and are chosen on an as needed basis. 

Observing Classes—Can I watch?  

To prevent distraction & interruption, all classes are closed to parents & visitors 

during class time. Please respect our “closed class” policy & remember to keep 

noise & distraction to a minimum if you are waiting in the lobby.   

  




